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B e i J i n G - B A s e D 
journalist and part-time 
scuba instructor, steven 

schwankert, was looking for interesting 
wrecks to dive in northern China when he 
found hMs Poseidon on a list of unexplored 
dive sites. once one of Britain’s most advanced 
submarines, on June 9, 1931 it collided with a 
cargo ship off the coast of China. half of the 
crew escaped in the first few seconds, but the 
rest sank to the bottom of the sea 40 metres 
down, entombed in their boat. three hours 
later, six sailors surfaced, barely conscious 
and bitterly cold – the first men ever to 
escape alive from a sunken submarine using a 
proto-scuba device.

their story made newspaper headlines 
worldwide and inspired a feature f i lm, 
released later that year. their miraculous 
escape changed marine safety forever, leading 
to a revolution in submarine design and a 
big leap forward in our understanding of 
decompression sickness. But their names, and 
their submarine, gradually sank deep into 
obscurity.

schwankert’s five-year search for the 
submarine revealed a story that was far more 
complicated than he had first expected, 
a story that he has turned into a book, 
Poseidon: China's Secret Salvage of Britain’s 
Lost Submarine, and a film that documents 
his search. Both are due for release this year.

W e  r e C e i V e D  V e r y  s A D  n e W s  
at the end of April when we heard that 
whitewater pioneer and adventurer David 
Allardice had passed away. A long-time friend 
of, and contributor to, Action Asia, he was 
as much a force of nature as the epic rivers 
he paddled. several of his friends and peers 
offered their thoughts and here we publish 
two tributes to a life lived to the fullest.

A tribute
Patrick O’Keeffe

After a lifetime of adventure and many things 
that should have killed him, David was sadly 
taken away from us by cancer. A friend, a 
business partner, a sensei of life, he was a true 
inspiration. 

A beloved husband and father to two 
great kids, David spent most of his life away 
from his homeland of new Zealand exploring 
and taking on challenges throughout Asia 
and the rest of the world. he made several 
first descents on awe-inspiring rivers such 
as the indus, the Maykha (in Myanmar) and 
the yarlung tsangpo (China), pioneered the 
booming rafting industry in nepal and started 
commercial multi-day river expeditions 
on many great rivers. he trained a whole 
generation of international and nepalese river 
guides to believe in their dreams. 

Working alongside David provided 
challenges that had to be met to make 
adventures dreamed up over a few drinks a 
reality. Always the eternal optimist, he wove 
his magic and made us believe we could do 
almost anything – and we did! 

A two-week excursion to Myanmar 
with David, on supposedly warm water and 
with the girls in beachwear, turned into the 
most epic trip of my life. After a helicopter 
appeared to be beyond our budget, he had 
the great idea of walking to the river, through 
an area of dense jungle where few westerners 
had ever been and with no real food supplies. 
When we eventually reached the river it 
turned out to be 260 kilometres of full-on 
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whitewater and took all the effort, positivity and 
energy of a very experienced team to finish. And 
David happily returned and did it all again with 
commercial clients! 

The void that he leaves will be filled eventually 
by his disciples in the river scum gang, but only 
his reincarnation will make possible the running 
of trips with such flair, charisma and optimism. 

It’s not the duration but the 
intensity that counts
Hugh Moss

the news of David’s passing on 25th April has 
touched many deeply. A profound influence on 
me, he opened up a ‘raft’ of connections and his 
passing has rekindled my sense of the importance 
of ‘river time’ as a life mode. 

he inspired, affirmed and encouraged in me 
a belief that anything is possible. he drew me 
deeper into the river of my life and showed me 
better how to swim in it, paddle in it, flow with it, 
coincide with others and to find the good spots to 
eddy out and dive in again refreshed and revived.

Dave was one of the biggest characters i 
met on my travels in the early days of Action 
Asia and meeting him was like plugging into 
the mainline of adventure travel as source and 
creator of it. he connected me into a network of 

operators, travellers, writers and photographers 
who embodied the spirit of action in Asia and 
fashioned their lives around making adventure 
possible for the rest of us. 

one rainy day in Kathmandu he decided it’d 
be a good idea to run a training trip down the 
trisuli for his nepali guides, and that tom laird 
and i should join the group. he decided that i 
should expand my limited experience in a kayak 
– previously only in calm water with the only 
eskimo roll training limited to a swimming pool! 
Being June, the river was in full flood, bloated by 
meltwater and monsoon rains!

A long tale short – i remember huge walls of 
churning coffee-coloured water and one mighty 
drop into a left-hand bend where the maelstrom 
collided with a cliff wall. As we accelerated in, 
Dave charged me to paddle hard and keep right! 
i did and was taken right to the wall where 
the mighty flow effortlessly rolled me over. 
somewhere deep down in the froth i managed 
to pull the ripcord on my spray deck. A long 20 
seconds later, buoyed by my life vest, i was spat 
out on the surface. There beside me was the bow 
of David’s kayak. “Grab on,” he said smiling, and 
paddled me to my upturned boat. “i’ll see you at 
the next pool!” he said as he arced off to shepherd 
the flotsam of the overturned gear raft.  

in body he’s gone; but in us his grin and his 
spirit live on.

scaled Mt everest since its first ascent in 1953 
and the final count for this season will add at 
least another 500 names to this list. in order to 
speed up progress on the most popular southeast 
ridge route on the nepal side, the expedition 
operators Association has suggested fixing a 
permanent ladder up the notorious 12 metre-high 
hillary step. hawley, who freely admits has never 
climbed a mountain in her life, is not convinced. 
“What about an escalator?” she scoffs. “it is a 
lovely thought but climbing everest is supposed to 
be mountaineering and not tourism.” 

Wally Berg, owner of Berg Adventures, who 
has run everest expeditions for 21 years, is of a 
different opinion. “this would not be the first 
ladder on everest” he said, referring to the dozens 
of ladders installed by the sherpas each year to 
help teams cross crevasses in the treacherous 
Khumbu icefall. “if done well, a ladder will speed 
up things and make the mountain even safer,” the 
Canadian suggested. 

With sherpas fixing ropes to the summit, 
better weather forecasts, improved oxygen systems 
and operators working more closely together, 
climbing everest has undoubtedly become safer in 
recent years. in spite of this there were still nine 

deaths this year among the almost 1,000 climbers 
and sherpas attempting to reach the top. the 
mountain has never been so busy and some even 
suggest that everest should get a rest and remain 
‘closed’ for a year. For Miss hawley this is also 
absurd. “it is just a huge pile of rock. it does not 
feel your footsteps and it does not care whether 
you are there or not. it is not a living thing. so, if 
you want to give it a rest, what exactly would you 
give a rest?” 

The real 
Poseidon 
adventure
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